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Visually arresting posters often herald a must-see exhibition or play these
days. Yet it wasn’t always so. While art-nouveau posters emerged in the late
19th century – Alphonse Mucha’s lithographic poster advertising Sarah
Bernhardt in Gismonda appeared on Parisian streets in 1895 – the genre
gathered speed when Paris-based printing studio Atelier Mourlot switched
production from fine wallpapers to art lithographic printing in the early 20th
century. And it took off in style when the atelier founder’s grandson Fernand
Mourlot invited Paris-based artists to create eye-catching lithographs for use
as exhibition posters. Naturally, it helped that the artists of the day included
Braque, Calder, Chagall, Dufy, Léger, Matisse, Miró and Picasso. Despite
their visual appeal, though, the ephemeral nature of posters meant many did
not survive, so it is particularly thrilling that a number of original lithographs
from the Mourlot archives are now being released for sale for the first time in
Europe – or, in some cases, the world.



New York-based Galerie Mourlot – as the atelier has now become – has
collaborated with King & McGaw, an online art publisher, printer and framer,
on this exciting project. More than 40 original lithographs, including works
by Picasso, Matisse and Le Corbusier, are available (£650-£3,000), with only
a few left from the initial print run of some designs.

Among the artists whose work features on these vintage treasures are Braque,
Léger, Dufy, Klein, Toulouse-Lautrec, Juan Gris, Miró, Chagall, Munch,
Cocteau and Magritte. Highlights include two Peace Dove posters by Picasso



(£3,300 each, second picture), whose rarity derives from an address error.
The World Committee of Partisans of Peace meeting in November 1950 was
actually held in Sheffield, not London, so the poster never went into full
production.

Just as rare is a Côte d’Azur poster (£1,800, third picture) that Picasso
designed in 1962 on behalf of the French tourist board – only eight remain.
Equally colourful are Dufy’s exhibition posters – Hommage à Raoul Dufy
(eight available, £510 each) from 1954 and Musée Toulouse-Lautrec, Albi (30



available, £150 each) from 1955. And there’s a lively lithograph specially
created by Matisse for an exhibition about Atelier Mourlot in 1952. Fifty
copies (£2,400 each, first picture) remain of the original printer’s proof for
Centennial, Exposition d’Affiches, Papiers Decoupés (made before the
lettering was added).  

Design fans are likely to fall for a Cocteau poster (£650, fourth picture)
advertising his debut ceramics exhibition in Villefranche-sur-Mer in July
1958. It was printed just five years before he died and only 100 remain.



Further temptation comes in the form of a lithograph by Le Corbusier.
Originally designed in 1950, Modulor (£2,400, fifth picture) references the
architect’s theory of proportions based on human measurements rather than
metric ones. An added attraction is the dedication he wrote on the original
stone plate along with his signature. Just 80 remain.

“We think these posters are important artworks in their own right and we
want the studio to get the recognition it deserves,” says Eric Mourlot, a direct
descendant of the founder. Collectors will surely share his enthusiasm.




